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It’s a line used by the fictitious James Bond character in several 007 franchise films, “I’ll have a
martini—shaken, not stirred.” Lately, Aston Martin has been the car brand of choice for the dashing
British secret agent. Now, 007 has a boat that pairs well with his DBS.
The 37-foot Aston Martin AM37S is a day-cruiser, capable of reaching speeds of 50 knots (57.5
mph). The vessel is also offered in a slightly less powerful version, called the AM37, which has a top
speed of 45 knots. The AM37S is powered by twin 430 horsepower Mercury gas engines, while the
AM37 utilizes dual 370 horsepower Mercury diesel engines.
According to Aston Martin, “The AM37S is the result of two years of research and development,
challenging the status quo of the nautical world and combining the best in innovative technology and
bespoke craftsmanship. The AM37 was a true team effort, bringing in the most experienced Aston
Martin designers to style and create a truly unique product. Aston Martin’s master craftsmen who
worked on cars such as One-77, Aston Martin Vulcan and the new DB11, provided their automotive
experience, which was reinterpreted onto the boat with outstanding results.”
The powerboat can morph into an overnight getaway by transforming its table into a bed. Amenities
such as air-conditioning, mood lights, head (toilet), and a galley complete with refrigerator, microwave
oven, and coffee machine will make any outing more enjoyable.
Brand details from the famed British automotive builder are rich. A carbon fiber dashboard along with
the use of fine leather, polished metals, and design cues exude the relationship between the watergoing vessel and the famous British brand.
According to Aston Martin, “Marek Reichman (EVP & Chief Creative Officer) and his design team
collaborated closely with naval architect Mulder Design to ensure every element of the project was
carefully considered. Sharing creative expertise and specialist skills, Quintessence Yachts translated
the Aston Martin design language into an innovative powerboat for the yachting world.”
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